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Trailer or Free Standing
Our tiny homes can be built onto a trailer or onto steel frames for delivery
by crane truck onto precast level concrete plinths. The braked axel trailers
are licenced and the tinyhome bolts onto the trailer which means it can
also be removed.

The Framing
We exclusively use light steel framing to build our tiny homes. Steel is
stronger, straighter, and crucially lighter than traditional timber framing.
Due to the accuracy of roll forming technology, there is extremely low
waste, as all metal is cut to length in the factory, and steel is 100%
recyclable at the end of its lifespan.



The Sub Floor
The next step in the building process is to optionally insulate the trailer
deck frame with polystyrene underfloor insulation. We then install 18mm
shutterplywood and lay the solid wood, laminated or vinyl floor on top of
that.



The Interior Wall Linings
Traditional plasterboard is not a suitable product for tiny house wall and
ceiling linings as it’s heavy, and prone to cracking. Instead, we use edged
Melawood in various colours. We also use an architectural feature called
‘Negative Detailing’ on our walls, this looks sleek and modern, and gives
the sheets room to move on the road without cracking any paint or
varnish.

The Bathroom Wall Linings
We use special tileable waterproof boards and sunken shower trays in our
bathrooms. It's specifically designed for wet areas and allows the tiles to
withstand movement.



The Insulation & Cavity
For the walls and ceilings, we use high-performance glass woolcavity batt
insulation. It is widely used by the building industry and has excellent
soundproofing and thermal properties. We install our cladding over a
20mm air cavity with breathable membrane.

The Windows
We use made-to-measure aluminium windows with an optional laminated
S10 solarview glass. This safety glass gives not only gives UV protection but
also a mirror finish. Upgrade to low-e or double glazing also available.



The Exterior Cladding
Our most commonly used type of cladding is Colorplus Steel. It requires
almost no maintenance, and due to the speed of installation is an
a�ordable option for cladding a tiny house. Clients can pick from a range
of standard colour steel colours to customise the look of the tiny house.

The Kitchens
We build our kitchen carcasses with PG BISON Melawood - it's longer
lasting, easier to clean, and much lighter than the MDF products used in
most kitchens today. For the doors and drawer fronts you can select from
our standard range of laminates over a lightweight particle board. We have
a range of standard Eezi quartz counters that come with a 15 year
guarantee.



Hot Water Heating
You just can't beat on-demand, instant, gas hot water heating for a tiny
house. We use gas geysers for this reason. The units are installed outside
so they don't take up any of your precious floor space as a hot water
cylinder does. They come with a gas regulator where you can connect gas
bottles outside.



Heating Options
Because tiny homes are so small, and very well insulated, it doesn't take
much to heat them. Select a heating option to suit your needs based on
available power sources. Electric heating is suitable for grid connected tiny
homes, and if your tiny house is to be o�-grid, we recommend alternative
heating such as a built-in gas heater or a little wood burner. Talk to us
about your options. We’ve partnered with Charnwood SA to provide
suitable high quality fireplaces.

Solar Power Options
We can install solar systems that help you to live completely o� grid. Speak
to us about our dual DB board options which could start o� using grid
power and later switch over to solar once you are ready.




